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Abstract
This research focuses on the lessons learnt from case studies involving the digital transformation
of three London SMEs. The companies adopted social technologies to renovate operations,
develop new sets of skills and capabilities and remodel customer value propositions. The
transformation processes had common elements that fed through to the companies’ strategies. We
conceptualised our research as a network, regarding roles and interventions as network effects,
to analyse the adoption process and dynamically link the technology and social context with
digital transformation strategy. The lessons learned were distilled into a framework whose twofold aim is to (a) support organisations through digital transformation and (b) inform
organisational strategy. The framework is modular with components that assist and guide the
various phases of designing, deploying, implementing and sustaining this transition.
Keywords: Digital transformation, digital business, business information management, social
platforms
1. Introduction
The changes associated with the adoption of digital technologies in an organisation are referred to as digital
transformation. It is disputed whether it is the technologies themselves or the organisational strategy pertaining to
their adoption that drives transformation (Kane et al. 2015). In either case, companies investing in new digital
technologies are more profitable than their competitors (Levenburg et al., 2015). As digital transformation moves
up in leadership agendas, the need of a framework to advise and inform the process is increasingly essential.
Among the most recent digital technologies, social platforms have the capacity to transform business processes,
manage organisational complexity and create market opportunities (Leonardi et al., 2013).
In this article we use the term digital transformation to denote the process of adopting and integrating digital
technologies to transform organisational capabilities and business processes that deliver value to stakeholders and
enable innovation (Lucas et al., 2013; Cui & Pan, 2015). We use the term social technologies to identify
platforms and applications that enable and support communication, collaboration, content co-creation and
knowledge sharing, facilitating social interactions in an organisational setting.
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While a large number of organisations believe that digital transformation is critical, few can be classified as
companies with digital maturity, partly because of insufficient capabilities and limited resources (Li et al., 2018)
but also lack of experience to form a strategy that drives transformation and can get clear business benefits from
new digital technologies (Bautista et al., 2019). Indeed digital transformation is not always well-understood,
predominantly around the adoption of Internet-related technologies and the role of service providers of digital
platforms during the transformation (Besson & Rowe, 2012). This is particularly relevant in the case of small and
medium size enterprises (SMEs) whose adoption of new technologies is markedly slow (Cragg & Mills, 2011).
Digital technologies have changed the business environment creating opportunity as well as threat to the growth
of SMEs. There are significant critical factors leading to commercial success for SMEs that choose to adopt
digital technologies (Nguyen et al., 2015). Despite the evident benefits, digital transformation is hindered by a
shortage of resources that vary from labour and skills to infrastructure (Demirkan et al., 2016). SMEs’ restricted
resources mean that the adoption process differs to that in larger businesses (Ghezzi et. al., 2013).
Regardless of the significance SMEs play in the global economy, the research into technology adoption remains
relatively limited and has produced no framework to guide and inform the adoption process (Alshamaila et al.,
2013). This is the gap that this paper addresses. Having been part of three digital transformation projects with
London companies, we present our work and propose a framework that provides SMEs with guidance and support
when undertaking their own digital transformation.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 looks into related research. Sections 3 and 4 present the
research design, data analysis and interpretation. Section 5 discusses our findings and identifies the implications
for research and practice.
2. Digital transformation in SMEs
SMEs are identified as major economic players and a powerful source of national, regional and local economic
growth (Nieto & Santamaria, 2010).
Digital transformation research for SMEs focuses on and is framed around efficiency achievement, operational
improvement and the creation of new potential opportunities. Relevant work (some providing partial frameworks)
addresses adoption issues of traditional information and communication technologies (Neirotti et. al, 2018),
system adoption for the support and development of organisational capabilities (Nguyen & Waring, 2013;),
entrepreneurship (Li et al, 2018), e-commerce/m-commerce technologies adoption (Ghezzi et al., 2012) and
digital business strategies (Taiminen, & Karjaluoto, 2015; Rana et al., 2019).
Social technologies’ adoption research is disproportional. The process is fairly well understood in areas such as
marketing communications, customer relationships and reputation management (Durkin et al., 2013; Olanrewaju
et al., 2020) but underrepresented in the areas of knowledge management and internal communications (Von
Krogh, 2012; Patrick & Dotsika, 2007; Wamba & Carter, 2014). This is the gap the research carried out addresses
and the paper’s contribution.
Being involved in digital transformation projects with London SMEs, we faced these challenges while
investigating the process of adopting social technologies to support organisational change and growth, and the
way this process informs and shapes organisational strategy. Between 2005 and 2018 we worked with three
London SMEs in knowledge transfer projects, funded by Innovate UK. The companies’ respective business areas
were independent research, telecommunications and legal services. The research projects dealt with digital
transformation focused on social technologies/media/platforms.
All three firms wanted to develop their social business capability to fully leverage the potential and opportunities
of social technologies and apply them to advance competencies and optimise business processes. In particular
they wanted to adopt social media technologies to generate new stakeholder experiences, both external
(customers, partners) and internal (employees). Organisational interest in social networks is increasing as they
acknowledge the value of facilitating cross functional collaboration (Karoui et al, 2015). Despite their varied
capabilities due to their size differences, they all struggled to take their transformation initiatives to the next level.
The field of Social Business was relatively new and there was no success guaranteeing blueprint. There were risks
involved and, especially in the two earlier projects, it would take years to see the results of their efforts.
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From the start of the first project (2005) to the end of the last (2020 review) there had been no digital
transformation methodology and/or framework to guide the process. The project teams undertook research into
change readiness and focused on encouraging adoption and working with teams and individuals to help them
make the most of the companies’ social capabilities. Revisiting the three projects, we conceptualised our research
as a network, regarding roles and interventions as network effects, with the aim to identify, record and analyse
decisions made and propose a framework to guide SMEs in their own digital transformations
The contribution of the research is a digital transformation framework for SMEs, focused on the adoption of
social technologies. The framework aims to guide organisations through the lifecycle of digital transformation and
inform organisational strategy at every stage. It is modular and scalable - within SME limits.
3. Research approach and design
The research is based on three digital transformation projects in London companies over a period of years. Our
collaborative and participatory engagement had interventionist nature, with main purpose to respond to
organisational needs, relate theory to practice, and cycle reflection and action to help the SMEs reach their
specific digital transformation. Action Research was adopted as it served well the projects’ strong social and
organisational context and multifaceted information management processes, whose inherent complexity was
intensified by multiple different stakeholder views and value conflicts. These characteristics, along with the
projects’ collaborative and competencies-enhancing nature, focus on change processes and the involvement of
practitioners as subjects as well as co-researchers further supported the suitability of the method (Baskerville,
1999). A combination of participant observation (Jepsen et al., 1989) and process consultation (Schein, 1999) was
employed. The collaborative aspect of both methods and their commitment to improve practice through an
organic process involving systematic and iterative stages were relevant to all projects.
Participant observation was particularly helpful in resolving issues related to differing vocabularies, contradicting
assumptions and requirements. The suitability of the method was notable for contributions relating to
improved/critiqued practice and organisational transformation (Bradbury & Reason, 2006). The method facilitated
the gaining of familiarity with the multivariate social setting of internal stakeholders, their views, practices and
value conflicts.
Process consultation was employed on the basis of the relationship type between the researchers and clients which
was high on both sides: we worked together with the companies, driven by their agenda to decipher the issues in
question, identify the requirements and solve the problems. The method allowed for a more interventionist
approach where the consultation aimed to influence and improve the organisational capabilities to anticipate and
resolve similar future situations (Patrick & Dotsika 2007; Dotsika & Patrick, 2013).
The continuing lack of a digital transformation methodology by the end of the third project, led us to re-visit our
work from all three projects collectively, with the aim to identify, record and analyse the choices and decisions
made during the original research and propose a framework to guide SMEs in their own digital transformations.
The extensive material collected during the lifetime of the three projects included interviews with primary
stakeholders of all levels, notes from participant observations and surveys with practitioners, consultants and
knowledge workers. Intermediate and/or final results of the three digital transformations have been well
documented [anonymised] (XXX & XXX 2006; XXX & XXX 2007; XXX 2009; XXX & XXX, 2013; XXX et
al., 2014). Despite the common target, that of a digital transformation, and overlapping teams, there was no link
between the projects and no common theoretical context. This set the basis for the quest for an analytical tool that
would enable the conceptualisation of the research, analyse its stages and propose a framework for digital
transformation.
The technology adoption in the three projects had led to a multiplicity of action research engagements, roles and
interventions that were complex, and neither predefined nor static. Regarding roles and interventions as network
effects, we conceptualised action research as a network. The notion of actor-network in Actor-Network Theory
(ANT) (Latour 1999) was used as an analytic tool to capture the projects’ complexities and interpret multiple
roles and interventions of action-research engagements (Boulus-Rødje, 2012). The method contributes to
organisational studies by recognising that social relations are dependent on the material world and introducing
nonhuman actors into the frame (Latour 2005).
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ANT’s critical stages of inscription, translation, framing and stabilisation were particularly relevant to the subject
area (Chinedu et al., 2014). They provided both the analytical theoretical underpinning for the adoption process
and suitably structured and described each project’s timeline.
Inscription is the process of determining the functionalities and patterns of use to be imprinted on technical
artefacts (Akrich, 1992). As such it is guided by organisational requirements, competencies and constraints and
can be thought of as the vision behind the intended transformation (Callon, 1991).
- Translation is the design process of re-interpreting, presenting under different context and/or appropriating
other actors’ interests by means of association, simplification and combination of entities (Callon 1986). The
creation of convergence bridges existing sociotechnical gaps and shapes ideas, plans and requirements.
- Framing, originally defined as the process of identifying discrete agents (Callon, 1999), captures the evolution
of technological artefacts whose functionality develops and adapts over time and describes the outcome. Project
artefacts adaptation was captured during the testing and training periods for each project.
- Stabilisation is the final stage of consensus and closure and signifies that the problem is solved or needs to be
redefined, looping back into inscription (Bijker et al., 1989).
-

Thematic analysis was applied to the collected data, which were organised by company, collection medium
(interviews, surveys, participant observation material) and stakeholder (internal: manager, practitioner/knowledge
worker/champion, support, consultant; external: customer, vendor, community). The process is depicted in Figure
1.

Figure 1. Network of roles and interventions
4. Digital transformation focus: social technologies
Despite their different scopes, all projects focused on the adoption of social technologies. We follow the
transformation changes in four subsections that present and analyse our findings, starting with project overviews
and following the ANT stages of inscription, translation, framing and stabilisation.
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The digital transformation paths were dependent on the company objectives, sector, competitive priorities and
customer expectations. They focused on reshaping the customer value proposition, the operating model, or a
combination of both, and determined the transformation capabilities that needed developing in the organisations
(Berman, 2012). An overview of the projects is presented in Table 1.

2005
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of operating n
transformatio Crossn
and channel
Social media customer
integration 2011
intranet
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Networked to
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workforce 2013

2020

Web portal Customer
and
value
framework
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Table 1. Projects’ overview
Each project had its own digital transformation drivers which determined the competitive advantages expected to
result from the adoption of new information technologies and which were specific to the particular company. The
drivers employed were divided into three groups addressing the inherent characteristics of the particular
transformation, the interactions between company and customers and the interactions between the company and
its partners and/or competitors (Andal-Ancion et al., 2003).
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Inherent characteristics drivers include considerations on information intensity, electronic deliverability,
customisation, and aggregation capabilities. Company/customer interaction drivers include find-ability, real-time
dynamic interface capabilities and risk considerations. Company/partner and/or company/competitor interaction
drivers considered are network effects, standardisation issues and missing competencies. To these we included
drivers relating to social technologies’ capabilities. These were communication, collaboration, co-creation and
crowdsourcing (Simula et al., 2015). Identifying the need to collect and connect activities of individuals and
teams to support the creation of knowledge (Kaschig et al, 2016). The ―social‖ drivers are examined separately as
they apply to and influence both internal and external processes and communications. The drivers can be seen in
Table 2.
Driver
Compa Compan Compa
ny A
yB
ny C
Information intensity
Electronic delivery
Customisation
Aggregation
Find-ability
Real time interface
Risk issues
Network effects
Standardisation
Missing competencies
Communication
Collaboration
Co-creation
Innovation
Crowdsourcing
Table 2. Digital transformation drivers
Three decision-making levels were considered for each ANT stage: strategic, tactical and operational/procedural
(Moe et al., 2012). Key strategic aspects of digital transformation are divided into procedural elements, tactical
decisions and strategic options. The procedural decisions are stage-related and divided into categories that
emerged from the data analysis. Tactical decisions are divided into resource allocation considerations and
challenges. The strategic options are associated with technology adoption, value creation changes, structural
modifications and financial considerations, and adapted from the Digital Transformation Framework (Hess et al.,
2016) to address the projects’ particular focus on social technologies, funded project status and company sizes.
4.2.

Method Application

Stage I: Inscription
The strategic options pertain to the company’s approach to new digital technologies (early adopter vs. follower),
value creation changes (nature of digital interface to internal/external stakeholders, type of new revenue creation
and scope for future business), organisational structural changes (lead, operational changes, new competences
required) and financial aspects (funding and financial pressure on core business at the time). Tactical level
decisions deal with the identification and use of resources. The procedural aspects relevant to the inscription stage
are the (initial) problem evaluation, the artefact description and the requirements specification. Table 3 shows the
aggregate results by company.
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Table 3. Stage I: Inscription
Parts of the strategic decisions taken during the inscription process were typically carried out before the projects’
onset. These included the initial artefact concept, the clear identification of stakeholders, choice of technology for
adoption and an overview of financial and value creation issues. The main challenges encountered during this
phase were linked to resources, expertise and financial pressure in accordance with the findings of similar recent
research into technology adoption by SMEs (Kyobe, 2011).
The structural changes were mostly resolved during this phase, apart from the need to acquire new competencies,
which was challenging in the smaller companies, as they had to rely on existing, already strained resources.
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These changes directly related to the tactical decisions on resource allocation and associated challenges. Lack of
expertise and potential dependencies on a third party ensuing from outsourcing development processes were not
effectively addressed and therefore not resolved during inscription, resulting in delays later on. The shaded cells
correspond to incomplete actions and/or decisions which were carried out or finalised after the inscription stage.
They proved to be problematic, disrupting the flow of operations and creating setbacks. Out-of-sync decisions
were minimised during the third project as the adverse consequences were, by then, well understood.
During inscription, all companies had a low to medium financial pressure on their core business. In spite of its
seemingly small role in triggering digital transformation, all companies agreed at the time that they expected the
financial pressure to rise (as it did, especially in the smaller companies, see 3.4).
Stage II: Translation
The strategic options relevant to this phase were the technology choice for systems development and structural
changes focused on the integration of new digital operations and competency issues. Tactical decisions were
associated with employee allocation to the project development and challenges associated with the lack of shared
understanding. Procedural decisions included use-case analysis, which was applied to finalise requirements and
define processes for the development of the systems, and concept alignment, which refers to the correspondence
between business objectives/processes and information technology requirements. This characteristic of the latter
makes it an integral part of the translation process. Table 4 shows our findings.
Translation
Development
New
Software tools
technologies

Structural
changes

Procedural decisions

Tactical
decisions

Strategic decisions

Company IT

Company A

Company B

Media Wiki

Web portal

Open source
Supporter
(partly
outsourced)

Open source

Company C
Confluence,
Attensa,
RubyOnRails
Proprietry

Enabler

Enabler

Integration of new
Part of
operations
into
business
existing structures
New
competencies
(digital
capabilities)
Resource
allocation
considerations
Challenges

Digital
Digital initiatives
core initiatives
outside of core
outside of core
business
business

Through
partnership

Through
partnership

Identify members for development team
Lack of shared understanding

Knowledge
Management
Use-case analysis
System
requirements
Alignment
of
concept:
Structural
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term:
during project)
Software design
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portal Social
intranet
requirements
requirements

Structural,
cultural
Website design

Table 4. Stage II: Translation
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The main challenge during the translation stage was related to the alignment of IT with business objectives. All
projects shared frequent alignment discrepancies resulting from lack of shared understanding due to differences in
objectives, company culture and communication issues. Our findings support research on the challenge to achieve
business goals and IT alignment and maintain it over time (Shan & Kumar 2012; Ullah & Lai, 2013). Structural
alignment indicates the fit between objectives and competencies. It varies with the size of the organisation and is
overall easier to implement in smaller organisations, positively influencing the company’s performance (Tan &
Gallupe, 2006). In bigger organisations we found the need for cultural, in addition to structural alignment, which
examines organisational culture and the existence of a common understanding of business goals and new
competences required.
Temporary or incomplete decisions on structural changes (shaded cells) were due to limited understanding of the
importance of such decisions at that stage. It became obvious that they had to be addressed before framing as
dealing with them later created conflicts and delays.
Stage III: Framing
The creation of convergence and in the previous stage prompted the re-examination of financial considerations.
As a result, the strategic decisions at this stage involved re-visiting and re-evaluating the financial situation.
Structural changes resulting from new operations had to be decided, as well as value creation changes focusing on
the nature of digital transformation. The tactical decisions were similar to the previous stage and concentrated on
challenges associated with resource allocation and task scheduling. Procedural aspects relevant to the framing
stage were artefact development, testing and employee system training. The development followed iterative
software implementation and, as it had started earlier on in all projects, the entry here signifies conclusion. Our
findings are synopsised in Table 5.

Value creation
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changes
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decisions

Financial
aspects
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Strategic decisions
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Company A

Company B
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Table 5. Stage III: Framing
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The financial pressure on the core business of the smaller firms had increased. This resulted in the decision to
investigate potential new revenue streams, integrate new operations into the existing structures (strategic
decisions-structural changes) and resolve resource allocation by staff allocation and task scheduling. The larger
firm had no extra financial pressure and kept traditional operations separate from digital initiatives. Another
consequence was re-visiting revenue changes in order to investigate alternative financial revenues for the artefact,
with the first company identifying the potential of paid content using the knowledge management system for
curating and re-packaging historical data. The second company decided on a freemium scheme, with the potential
of a tiered subscription offering at a later stage.
The main challenge of the framing stage was employee training leading to full adoption of the developed system.
In the case of the largest company, this included the development of training materials to address users of varied
backgrounds and motivation, guide team leaders and manage expectations. Employee engagement findings
support previous research on resistance to change (Rafferty & Griffin, 2006; Van Dam et al., 2007) .
Challenges relating to resource allocation were not well managed and remained problematic across projects (grey
areas in table). In the case of the smaller companies they were eventually resolved with a more rigid task
prioritisation which, with hindsight, needed to be factored in during the framing stage. The third project saw the
onset of technology dependency issues , mirroring relevant research on platform decoupling and cloud solutions
(Kumar et al., 2016; Hosseini et al., 2019).
Stage IV: Stabilisation
The strategic options are related to the role of the company’s IT to achieving strategic goals (enabler:- IT as a core
function; supporter:- IT as a means for efficient processes; innovator:- company at the forefront of innovative new
technologies), future business scope, company lead for the project artefact during stabilisation and post-project,
and, also post-project, financial resource planning. The tactical decisions handled resources as before and
managed a set of challenges that were related to maintenance issues and/or particular to each project. The
procedural aspects relevant to the stabilisation phase were the final system release/migration, impact analysis,
maintenance planning and need for iterative alignment of concept during maintenance. Table 6 reviews the
stabilisation stage for the three projects.
By this stage all companies had a good understanding of the opportunities to leverage their core competencies
enabled by digital transformation and therefore were able to make decisions about value creation changes relevant
to future business scope, which, in all projects centred on content creation. Decisions on post-project financing,
leadership and resourcing (including system maintenance) needed to be made. The need for maintenance support
planning, including category, resources and management proved problematic for the smaller companies, who
considered it at first not a key but a theoretical concept impacting on resources without evident benefit. However,
towards the end of the stabilisation stage, its merits and advantages become clearer, in line with similar research
findings, especially in terms of safeguarding system availability, content quality, process efficiency and the
flexibility of a system to enhance its functionalities and capabilities (Garg & Deshmukh, 2009). The smaller firms
opted for corrective/adaptive maintenance (restore and/or implement changes) whereas the larger company
followed a perfective/preventive path (re-visit and modify requirements and inhibit occurrence of errors/system
downtime).
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Impact analysis
Alignment
concept
(maintaining)
System
maintenance
planning
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KM team
Service-levelagreement
considerations
Platform
migration
Organisational
performance

of
Structural, cultural, social
Corrective/
adaptive

Corrective/
adaptive

Perfective/
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Table 6. Stage IV: Stabilisation
The smaller firms did not perform a formal impact analysis of the digital transformation they underwent during
this stage (shaded cells) but later, after the projects had concluded. The first company impact analysis highlighted
emergence of knowledge assets and break through into adjacent markets (overseas). The second SME digital
transformation led to their entrance into new markets shortly post-project. The larger organisation performed
impact analysis including monitoring change management and innovation on processes. They found enhanced
organisational performance across a wide scope of organisational processes and cost-effective support of varied
value-chain activities.
Preserving alignment of concept was considered critical in maintaining stability between evolving business needs
and business environment and keeping the balance between the multi-functional character of digital
transformation with organisational strategy. Comparable results are well documented in relevant literature (Matt
et al., 2015).
5. Discussion and implications for practice
This paper investigates the challenges and opportunities of digital transformation in three London SMEs who
adopted social technologies to renovate operations and renew customer value propositions. Successful adoption of
these technologies delivered digital enhancements to services, helped the companies to develop new business
models and provided collaborative social platforms for innovation.
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It was apparent that the companies lacked know-how and required a detailed framework to (a) manage the
complexity and scale of the digital transformation, (b) separate the phases of the transition and (c) guide the
strategic, tactical and operational decisions at every phase. The research led to the proposal of a conceptual
framework that can assist with the transition and guide social technology adoption in similar sized organisations.
It also reinforced analogous findings in similar studies.
Digital transformation is a strategic consideration and requires a clear digital strategy (Kane et al., 2015). Smaller
companies set out focusing on the technology for adoption rather than the presence of digital strategy, whereas the
largest firm had an initial digital strategy in place. This facilitated the transition considerably in that the
organisation had a good understanding of the transformation impact, a culture that fostered change and
proactively took care of missing competencies and capabilities.
Financial pressure on the primary business is a common factor and critical business driver for digital
transformation (Berman, 2012; Matt et al., 2015). Assessed as low or medium at the start of the projects, its rise
had been correctly anticipated (digital technologies increasingly affected business margins) and was instrumental
in triggering digital transformation.
Alignment of business objectives with information technology and its maintenance are a crucial requirement and a
fundamental challenge in digital transformation (Shan & Kumar 2012; Matt et al., 2015). Structural and cultural
alignment leads to a common understanding of business goals and required competencies and facilitate the
transition process. They were easier to realise in smaller companies. Alignment of concept was found equally
vital post-project in preserving stability between changing organisational needs and business environment.
Digitalisation of business processes has a significant impact on structure and resources and requires detailed and
careful planning that reflects the transition stage and degree of digital maturity. All SMEs depended on
information technology for business functions to differing degrees but they were constrained by lack of resources
and tight coupling between services and platforms (Kumar et al., 2016). Resource allocation challenges were
particularly prevalent and frequent in the smaller organisations and slow to resolve. New systems’ training, a
prerequisite to full adoption, was challenged by resistance to change and low employee engagement which was
remedied by tailor-made solutions. Technology dependency issues were the cause of more delays and eventually
managed through architecture decoupling solutions.
The feedback loop at the end of transformation allows for the output of the stabilisation phase to be routed back as
input for a new ANT cycle. This process facilitates maintenance, allows for reassessment of requirements and is
identified as an essential method for change and growth (Dotsika & Patrick, 2013). Post-project conversions and
adjustments in two out of the three companies implemented the feedback loop successfully, providing evidence of
its suitability for supporting and assisting follow-up digital change.
The proposed framework (Figure 2) provides a guide to assist and inform all stages of the adoption of digital
technologies. It delivers a common language that addresses strategy, goals, processes and progress evaluation.
Post-project evaluation demonstrated unanimous agreement among companies that the ANT process was
beneficial. The appraisal highlighted the following main aspects: effective decision taking, control of the project
scope, high employee engagement and overall efficient communications.
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Figure 2. Digital Transformation Framework
6. Conclusions
This paper presents a dual proposition. Firstly, arising from the lessons learnt and wider reflection upon three
digital transformation projects with SMEs, it proposes a framework that provides SMEs with guidance and
support when undertaking their own digital transformation. Secondly, through its research methodology, it offers
a perspective that addresses an evolving shortcoming related to the adoption of traditional methodologies and
approaches when evaluating and undertaking digital transformations.
Whilst ICT adoption issues are relatively well known and supported by many models and frameworks, the
challenges are different when addressing the adoption of technologies with a greater social element. This lies in
the interaction, type and nature of the artefacts, physical or abstract, employed or created, particularly when
addressing internal communications and knowledge management. A common trait of all SMEs is the
dissimilarity, through their size, turnover, sector and objectives. Whilst they all share commonalities they can
equally be characterised by their range of differences.
The development of the outlined framework offers a bridge that enables consideration of the key elements
associated with digital transformation in a SME and addresses the identified gap in knowledge. The four stages
provide a means and a step by step guide through the digital transformation, whilst addressing the relevant
considerations at the strategic, tactical and operational/procedural levels. Each stage forms a set of intermediate
reference points as goals and considerations, allowing for assessing impact and success. The framework provides
an iterative guiding hand rather than a prescriptive linear process to follow. Essentially it provides a means to
establish a common language alongside a common interpretation of the objectives while defining pathways to
support their achievement. It leads to increased engagement and shared understanding for prioritising objectives
and making decisions on how support and resources are provided. The process includes incorporating the SMEs
own learning insights and new knowledge as iteration. This practice was found both possible and desirable, within
the stages and elements therein.
All three SMEs reported increased profits post adoption, a result that supports and reflects similar prior research
associating digital transformation with profit gains (Levenburg et al., 2015; Majchrzak et al., 2016; Delmond et
al., 2016). The proposed framework presents an adaptable approach that is systematic, organised and rigorous
whilst remaining adaptable to realising the benefits of digital transformation whilst managing the uncertainties
within and without an SME.
The limitations of the research are related to the size of participant organisations (SMEs) and tight focus of
transformation (social technologies). The framework works well for SMEs whose transformation is focused on
the adoption of social technologies, but we do not know how well it can be generalised to address a wider range
of digital transformation taking place in same size or larger organisations. This is the focus of future research and
will include evaluating the framework against the practicalities of an end-to-end project, acknowledging the
elements of the framework that were put in place retrospectively (grey areas in tables 4 to 7).
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